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A digital workforce weaves 
together disconnected 
automation tools – Robotic 
Process Automation (RPA), 
AI, and machine learning – to 
think, act and analyse the way 
a human worker would, and 
work alongside humans. RPA 
as it is also referred to, has the 
capability to transform supply 
chain management. RPA can 
automate critical yet repetitive 
processes, driving increased 
efficiency, error reduction 
and faster throughput. For 
an industry that increasingly 
requires higher logistics pipeline 
velocity without sacrificing 
accuracy and at lower costs, 
RPA is a natural choice for 
high performing supply chain 
organisations
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Gartner estimates that by the end of 
2022, 85% of enterprises will have some 
form of RPA implemented in their business 
and Forrester calculates the RPA market 
will exceed a 50% CAGR by 2023, going from 
roughly $500 million to $2.8 billion.

Organizations that have successfully 
implemented RPA initiatives report cost 
savings of up to 80% and time savings of up 
to a staggering 40%.

In a nutshell, RPA helps businesses execute 
core processes faster and with fewer 
resources. It does this by using a digital 
workforce to perform redundant and manual-
intensive tasks, so humans don’t have to. This 
reduces costs, errors, and inefficiencies.

Digital workforce is one of the obvious steps 
in developing digital supply chain capabilities 
and this can be done in a number of areas. 
This article explores 10 possible areas in 
which can help at each stage of the flow in 
Supply Chain Management.
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PROCUREMENT

PURCHASE ORDER 
MANAGEMENT

1

2

RPA can automate the uploading of reporting and con-

tract data for transactions from contracts into Transporta-

tion Management Systems (TMS) or Enterprise Resource 

Planning (ERP) systems with greater speed and accuracy. 

Procurement can also have RPA do dynamic searches of 

websites to source or conduct market research for future 

buys and tenders.

Purchase  order management requires a thorough 

review process but having to manually review every order 

can be labour-intensive, error-prone and cause process 

bottlenecks.

 

With RPA, purchase orders can be processed through au-

tomated criteria such as pricing, quantity, and regularity of 

purchase. When an approval matches optimization criteria, 

it gets sent through for processing with notifications to run 

the remaining purchase orders that do not match the crite-

ria being sent through to procurement managers for a for-

mal review. With RPA only non-conforming orders will need 

to be reviewed with more mundane non-value adding pro-

cesses performed by a digital workforce.
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INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT

3
Regardless of how efficient and effective, all 

supply chains carry inventory. Managing inventory to ensure 

optimal volumes while tracking data along the way can be 

extremely complex and inaccurate demand and supply sig-

nals can cause stockouts, supply chain disruptions and in-

ventory build-up like the ‘bullwhip effect’ - which is caused 

when forecasts yield supply chain inefficiencies. The bull-

whip effect refers to increasing swings in inventory in re-

sponse to shifts in customer demand as one moves further 

up the supply chain.

RPA can help continuously monitor inventory, notifying you 

when levels are low and signal when new shipments need 

to be ordered and even perform the job function of an em-

ployee by ordering new shipments at the right time.

 

Information is critical to the success of any supply chain and 

RPA can also be used to track inventory as it flows through-

out the supply chain, if correct integration and tools are 

used. Manually tracking thousands or millions of items is 

time-consuming and prone to error. RPA can automate this 

process by deploying a digital workforce to track inventory 

as it flows from each stage of your integrated supply chain. 

 

Within your distribution centre, RPA can perform a similar 

function and make inventory management easier by track-

ing inventory from the time it enters and exits the facility.
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CONTRACT 
REVIEW

FREIGHT 
MANAGEMENT

4

5

Today many companies spend countless hours 

reviewing contracts to track and review amendments to 

original documents. This activity in not necessarily confined 

to the supply chain function but also extends to the legal 

and finance functions. Much of this can be overcome by 

adopting RPA functionality during this crucial but often 

mundane activity.

Freight   management is driven by time-critical, 

manual tasks. RPA brings efficiency to these tasks 

while saving time and reducing errors. By automatically 

processing requisitions transactions using RPA (from orders 

received from disparate systems or multiple formats from 

customers) the effort required can be significantly reduced. 

RPA bots can be further programmed to deliver on-demand 

reporting and tracking. This will improve the ability for data 

analytics to be used to improve operations and provide an 

efficient and scalable freight management workflow.
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Another area where RPA is coming to the fore is in 

communication. A large part of any supply chain is maintaining 

proper communication with suppliers, manufacturers, 

transportation service agencies, and customers. Even 

though concise and effective communication is such a 

critical part of supply chains, it is often the one that has a 

major need for improvement.

To ensure proper collaboration email communication can be 

set up with RPA. When shipments have been successfully 

delivered, when they are stuck midway or delayed, and 

when they need to be cancelled. 

Effective communication between all parties involved 

needs to be ensured such that the customer gets a 

smooth experience. RPA can be used to automate this 

communication process by triggering emails and text 

messages when a specific event occurs.

 

RPA can enhance other aspects of freight management, 

such as route optimization, freight accounting, and freight 

claim management.
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RETURNS & 
REFUNDS 
PROCESSING

INVOICE 
MANAGEMENT

PRICE LOOKUP 
& COMPARISON
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Processing  returns and refunds is both a high-

volume and high-value business. With the tremendous 

growth in e-commerce, returns and refunds processing is 

set to grow tremendously and businesses that rely wholly 

on human intervention in their processing workflows will be 

quickly overwhelmed.

 

Fortunately, refunds and returns processing are the perfect 

application for RPA. By using rules-based task automation, 

RPA can reduce the need for human intervention in most 

cases, freeing up labour to focus on processing that relies 

solely on human decisions. By reducing human intervention 

and automating processing, RPA accelerates resolution and 

reduces the risk of errors.

Managing   invoices is vital to the success of every 

logistics and supply chain business and many organisations 

have dedicated backroom processing centres that handle 

these tasks manually. Manually tracking and entering 

invoice data is a labour-intensive yet mission-critical 

process, making it perfect for automation.

 

RPA can make it easier to process invoice documents from 

vendors and suppliers with less chance of error. RPA speeds 

up tasks such as extracting information from invoices and 

validating and verifying information, so you can free up 

labour to perform higher value-added work whilst ensuring 

invoices are accurately handled.

Costs  reduction of sourced materials is one way to 

drive down costs but manually conducting price lookups 

on multiple options for hundreds of products can prove 

untenable very quickly.

 

RPA can routinely search for pricing data on specified 

materials and structure this data in a way that makes 

conducting comparisons easier. This translates to getting 

better prices more efficient – and accurate.
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ORDER-TO-CASH 
CYCLE

ERP INTEGRATION 
& COMMUNICATION
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The  three essentials that must flow effectively in any 

supply chain is the product flow – either forward or reverse, 

the information flow and cash flow. With the latter, the entire 

order to cash process can be automated with  RPA. 

From the moment the raw material order is placed to the 

time the customer books or places the order to the moment 

they are engaged in the process of making payments RPA is 

able to help with the emails queries. This is especially useful 

for companies in e-fulfilment as the throughput in these 

facilities often number in the thousands of transactions per 

hour or day.

Handling data entry and migration is often 

cumbersome, repetitive, and prone to error. With RPA, these 

processes can be handled automatically and quickly, from 

invoice data entry to data validation and monitoring. RPA can 

enhance ERP utilities by increasing information accuracy 

and reducing costs related to manual data entry.
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RPA IN 
SUPPLY CHAIN 
MANAGEMENT

Robotic Process Automation is still in its infancy in supply chain operations, 
however, organizations have accelerated towards including RPA in their supply 
chains to make them lean and efficient. MAERSK the integrated shipping 
company, for example, has implemented RPA to achieve significant ROI.

Today, an intelligent digital workforce with machine learning and cognitive 
abilities have led us to make RPA systems resemble humans to an extent. 
RPA can be used to predict outcomes and support complex decision making, 
thereby, helping employees with more than just robotic tasks. 
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According to Deloitte, there are still many challenges organizations face when 
they begin to strategise RPA or go at it for the first time. 

Here are the top 5 challenges the report highlights –

CHALLENGES IN RPA 
IMPLEMENTATION
FOR SUPPLY CHAINS

Process Standardization

IT Support

The Flexibility of Solution

Stakeholder Expectations

Employee Engagement

1

2

3

4

5

Complex processes lead to complexity in the robot. At 

all stages of the RPA journey, organizations face process 

standardization as a critical challenge. Complexity in 

processes hike the costs of implementing RPA while 

increasing operating costs and business disruption. 

Organizations, unfortunately, realize that where proper 

documentation exists, even in those places, the 

processes are not always well understood.

The support and consultancy of an IT organization are 

vital while strategizing RPA in the supply chain. It is 

essential and advisable to include an IT organization 

throughout the RPA implementation process.

RPA, at the outset, used to be considered a stagnant 

automation process. It carried a notion that robots will 

Stakeholders have now started warming up to RPA, but 

it is a significant challenge to move RPA in Supply Chain 

up the priority ladder, and make sure it does not amount 

to complete disruption.

Organizations that have succeeded in scaling RPA 

had first engaged their employees and built buy-in 

to change processes org-wide. Though things vary 

across organizations, there is a need for enterprises to 

take steps so that employees accept RPA with minimal 

resistance.

only learn once and that they need to be taught perfect 

lessons for them to perform later. Thanks to Artificial 

Intelligence and Machine Learning, solution flexibility 

can now be added to all stages of automation, though 

agility is perceived as a challenge.
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THE RPA REALITY
RPA has emerged as a cost-effective way for supply chain and logistics 
operations to optimize their processes whilst at the same time cutting costs.

Orchestrating these pieces together is an understandable 

challenge but strategising and planning each part of the RPA 

implementation process and integrating a transformation 

mindset into everyone in the organization is crucial. 

If you are looking to partner with a digital transformation 

facilitator organization, enterprises need to take an end-

to-end approach with RPA in Supply Chain implementation 

to achieve full benefits and realize the anticipated ROI and 

finding the correct partner to work alongside and with them 

on this journey is crucial.

Benefits of
RPA EMPLOYEES OPERATIONS

Benefits of Optimising

• Increase customer 
satisfaction by 
streamlining service

• Improve service and 
product quality by 
minimizing human 
error

• Deliver products and 
services to market 
faster

• Provide more 
innovative products 
and services

• Eliminate repetitive, 
manual tasks 

• Increased job 
satisfaction by 
focussing on higher 
value-add activities.

• Providing high 
demand skills and  
capabilities

• Reduce costs up to 
80%

• Improve speed and 
efficiency up to 40%

• Scale robots up or 
down quickly at 
marginal to no cost

• Improve governance 
and compliance

• Gain access to 
process reporting 
and analytics to make 
intelligent business 
decisions

There is no one-size-fits-all model for digital transformation. 

Your organisation will need an IT partner who can tailor 

RPA implementation to your needs, being mindful of the 

operating scenario and the organisational end goals. RPA 

in comparison to traditional automation not only frees up 

labour to perform higher-value activities but revamps 

everything an organisation was built upon. New issues may 

arise in the service delivery process, and entire operations 

may need to be reworked, all for better productivity and 

efficiency that will pay dividends at the end of the day!
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Automation Anywhere is a global leader in Robotic 
Process Automation (RPA), empowering customers to 
automate end-to-end business processes with software 
bots – digital workers that perform repetitive and manual 
tasks, resulting in dramatic productivity gains, optimized 
customer experience and more engaged employees. The 
company offers the world’s only web-based and cloud-
native intelligent automation platform combining RPA, 
artificial intelligence, machine learning, and analytics 
right out of the box, to help organizations rapidly start 
and scale their process automation journey. Its Bot Store 
is the world’s first and largest marketplace with more 
than 850 pre-built, intelligent automation solutions. With 
offices in more than 40 countries and a global network of 
1,900 partners, Automation Anywhere has deployed over 
2.1 million bots to support some of the world’s largest 
enterprises across all industries. For additional information, 
visit www.automationanywhere.com.

LogiSYM is the collaborative platform of the logistics & 
supply chain management society. LogiSYM engages 
practitioners and service providers through a range of 
mediums and Platforms across the Middle East and Asia 
Pacific region. 

• Two of the largest circulation supply chain 
publications globally

• Press-releases

• Webinar Sponsorship

• Online Advertising

• Industry led symposiums

• Surveys & survey analysis

• Advertisements in two of the largest circulation 
supply chain publications

• Online articles

• Content syndication

• White label reports and thought leadership 
articles

• Electronic Direct Mail (EDM)

• Social Media - LinkedIn, Facebook, Youtube
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